FEATHERWEIGHT PRODUCTION
Our customer for this project found great acceptance and recognition in the automobile
industry with the development of a reach spring made of fibreglass reinforced plastic
– with Metzner, the company found a reliable partner in order to produce the reach
springs in large quantities.
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The Facts
Customer profile
The customer is a medium-sized business
with almost 100 employees. The
company has been developing and
producing components using prepreg
moulding components for the automobile
industry, racing, aviation, shipbuilding, for
wind power generators and sporting and
leisure products.
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The GRP reach springs thus provide not only
a benefit as concerns safety but also for the
environment. The reach springs provide a
reduction of the CO2 values due to the
low weight. That could be a significant
benefit for commercial vehicles in the future
because not only the environment but
also the re-spective transport company
benefits from the lower energy consumption.
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